
y attitude is like this photo of a girl jumping 
over daisies; she exhibits pure joy, and 

I lead in that way. Under my own company, 
Burbank’s Paragon Communication, I have 
served as an educational media and technology 
consultant to various organizations including 
the Sesame Workshop. Establishing myself as an 
author, I have written and edited books as well as 
numerous articles. Some of the strategies I use to 
accomplish my work are the following:

Oftentimes, I work in conjunction with others such 
as when I am a consultant, for example, at the 
Sesame Workshop, creators of Sesame Street. There 
working with researchers, I become a team player, 
seeing with a keen eye what is needed and working 
on current research projects. For example, in the 
past, when Will Lee died, who played Mr. Hooper 
the storekeeper on Sesame Street for ten years, I 
helped the Workshop in their effort to tell the truth: 
Instead of saying Mr. Hooper “retired” or “went on 
vacation,” they were honest with the children, dealing directly with his death. 
Other times, I’ve worked in pairs with colleagues 
to obtain crucial  information: For example, in 
order to complete a study I was doing on three, 
prominent, long-running children’s TV series, 
I needed to interview Fred Rogers, the creator 
of Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood. To be granted 
this special interview, I collaborated with Sam 
Newberry, supervising producer, Hedda Sharapan, 
associate producer, and then with David Newell, 
actor and public relations director for the show. 
And the times I work alone is when I write. Recently, I 
have been working on a second edition of my original 
book titled, Secrets from Sesame Street’s Pioneers: 
How They Produced a Successful Television Series. I 
am excited about this new, upcoming edition because, 
unlike the original, its interior design is in color, and 
it includes an extensive pictorial array. However, I did 
receive good reviews on my first edition of Secrets 
from Sesame Street’s Pioneers. These reviews 
range from, “Exceptionally well researched, deftly 
written, informed and informative...” to “This book contains an enormous 
amount of background information on Sesame Street...” The judge rated 
elements of the book such as its “structure, organization, pacing, 
spelling, punctuation, grammar, voice, and writing style outstanding.”

Before designing my second edition of Secrets from Sesame Street’s 
Pioneers, I received a handwritten letter that whispered a voice from 
the past. The following letter resulted in a new friendship and a new 
book: Here is an excerpt:

Dear Dr. Burbank, 
    It is with the excited anticipation of a child at Christmas
    that I write this letter. With the help of our modern internet,
    I found you and I couldn’t be happier! 
    Let me introduce myself: My name is Eadie Camp, but
    Camp is my married name. My maiden name, the one I
    was blessed to have until it was changed against my will
    at age 10, was Wolfe. 
    George Wolfe is my father.

    If you are who I think you are, and if I have found the 
    right “Lucille Burbank,” then you know my daddy --or
    knew him. 
    You may or may not have known that he kept a journal
    while he lived in Alaska. It’s been MANY years since I
    read his journals, but upon deciding to turn them into a
    book, I rediscovered you --Sunny. 
    Everything I can find about you online describes the
    Sunny he knew and loved...

The point I am emphasizing about my company is its generosity: The 
project --or book-- was not specifically in the field of educational media 
and technology, but was worth publishing because of its high quality of 
writing and making a dream come true. 
Another aspect of my company is its innovative and creative factors:  
Take holography as another example; in the past, I studied this field that 
creates images in three dimensions (as opposed to photography’s two 
dimensional images) becoming one of the first persons to create and use 
holograms (photographs) outside of the laboratory in my courses. 
In terms of plans for the future, marketing of products is fast 
becoming a priority. Also, I am good with children, and I plan to 
continue  working with them for another ten years!   
In conclusion, the future of this company rests on the myriad of ways I 
can contribute to the world through my experience in educational media 
and technology. Just as Muhammad Ali, the fighter, believed that every 
time he gave an autograph he had more of a chance to go to heaven 
(and we all know he is there), I know that I can reach and inspire people.
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